
Seven  Reasons  to  use  Pyware  3D
in  your  Commercial  Drill  Design  Business

1 3D is now offered in 3 Editions, affordable for any level of drill
design need.  3D Basic, 3D Interactive, 3D Professional.  Drill
designers can now get started with 3D Basic for under $350.

2 Drills created on 3D are compatible with a more director's
software than all other drill design software programs
combined.  3D is used by over 80% of marching bands in the
U.S. alone.

3 3D is created and supported by Pygraphics with a full time
programming and support staff working closely with
commercial drill designers for over 25 years.

4 3D (Version 4.1 or greater) includes pop up Helpers to assist
new users through the design process.

5 Included with each 3D Interactive and 3D Professional is a 3D
Online Account.  The account is used for seamless uploading
and downloading of drills between you the Drill Designer, your
customers, and their performers (or students).  As a
commercial drill designer, upload your published drills to your
Commercial 3D Account.  You can also upload your work in
progress for collaborating with other designers and even your
clients.  Your Commercial Account is always displayed in the
list of Commercial Account found in all 3D software product
installations and demos worldwide.  You can include sample
drills in your account that have public access and are locked
from printing and editing for everyone to see.  Your customers
can download their purchased drills directly into their 3D
program; or, if they don't own 3D, they can use the 3D
Director's Viewer ($49.95).  Performers (students) can also
download the drills into our revolutionary drill teaching
software called the "3D Performer's Practice Tools."

6 With the 3D Performer's Practice Tools, you can offer added
value to your drill products as never before.  Performers
(students) download drills directly into their home installation
of Performer's Practice Tools seamlessly from your
Commercial 3D Account.  The Performer's Practice Tools
combines seven valuable tools for your customer's
performers: 
" The "Personalized Drill Book" prints a drill book with each

set printed from the performer's perspective, a zoomed view
of the set to the performer's location, paths from the
previous set and to the next set, as well a coordinates of
each set.

" The "Performance Simulator" for actually PRACTICING the
drills at home using the Pyware March Pad ($29.95) or the
numeric keypad as a controller.  Performances are scored
based on step pulse and direction accuracy.

" The "Drill Explorer" is a viewer for learning complicated
details of their personal performance as their position and
paths are highlighted while the drill is animated to music.  

" Pocket sized "Coordinate List" printout.
" "Thumbnail Charts" printout.
" Scale studies for playing and assessing.
" "Interactive Graphic Tuner" and "Metronome".

7 Performer's Practice Tools (PPT) is typically purchased
individually by a performer or in a group by schools, but as a
commercial drill designer, you can provide your customers
with PPT as an added feature of your drill design product.
Your customer does not need to own 3D in order to take
advantage of this revolutionary technology!!!  Include in your
drill package a Performer's Practice Tools Group Installation
Kit and provide each of your customer's performers a personal
copy of PPT for home or school use.

How to enhance your products with Performer's Practice Tools (PPT)
1) You or your business must to own at least one

installation of 3D Interactive or 3D Professional for
uploading your published and custom drills.

2) When you sell one of your drill products enhanced with
the Performer's Practice Tools, contact Pygraphics at
800-222-7536 for a Performer's Practice Tools Group
Installation Kit personalized for your customer.  The kit
is emailed directly to your customer leaving the
technical side of setup and support to Pygraphics.  You
can also have the kit emailed to your business if you
choose.  The kit includes:

a. A printable document that is a PPT Setup Page to

be passed out to the performers.  The setup page
guides the performers (students) through the
online installation and activation of PPT.

b. A PPT Group Activation Code that is operational
for one year.

c. Instructions for Directors to setup PPT installations
at school for performers (students) that have no
computer at home.

Performer's Practice Tools Group Installation Kit (for resale only)..............$270.00 (retails for $300)

Pygraphics Sales
800-222-7536


